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Abstract. The primary goal of this paper is to study some notions of normals to nonconvex
sets in finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional spaces and their images under single-valued and
set.- valued mappings. The main motivation for our study comes from variational analysis and optimization. ·where the problems under consideration play a crucial role in many important aspects of
generalized differential calculus and applications. Our major results provide precise equality formulas (sometimes just efiicient upper estimates) allowing us to compute generalized normals in various
senses to direct and inverse images of nonconvex sets under single-valued and set-valued mappings
between Banach spaces. The main tools of our analysis revolve around variational principles and
the fundamental concept of metric regularity properly modified in this paper.
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Introduction

This paper primarily concerns applications of the concept and machinery of metric regularity
to deriving new results of generalized differential calculus and to the study of some other
related issues of variational analysis. The concept of metric regularity goes back to the
seminal Lyusternik-Graves theorem of the classical nonlinear analysis and has been long
recognized among the most fundamental tools in the modern stage of nonlinear analysis
especially regarding its variational aspects; see, e.g., the books [4, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21], the
extended surveys [2, 6, 11], the papers [1, 12, 13, 15, 18, 19], and the references therein
for more details as well as for recent developments. Alex Ioffe is surely one of the major
original contributors and nowadays leaders in this and related fields of modern set-valued
and variational analysis. The range and depth of his results on metric regularity, starting
with the now classical work [9] and including the very recent paper [12], are difficult to
overstate. In particular, he was the first to apply variational principles into the area of
metric regularity: to derive quantitative estimates of the regularity /surjection moduli, to
apply metric regularity to suhdifferential calculus, to introduce and deeply investigate new
notions of relative metric regularity, etc.
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This paper is mainly devoted to new applications of variational/extremal principles and
metric regularity to generalized differential calculus in both finite-dimensional and infinitedimensional Banach spaces and also to calculus/preservation issues for the so-called normal
compactness properties, which are automatic in finite di1nensions while playing a crucial
role in n1any aspects of infinite-dimensional variational analysis.
Having a single-valued mapping f: X ___, Y between Banach spaces and a set D C X
with :r E D, we pay the major attention to evaluating generalized normals (in various senses)
to the image set f(D) at the point f(x). Our primary goal is to derive precise (equality-type)
formulas for computing generalized normals under appropriate differentiability assumptions
on f at x in the framework of arbitrary Banach spaces with no surjectivity requirement on
the derivative \1 f(x) as in the classical Lyusternik-Graves theorem.
It. is well known that the surjectivity of \1 f(x) is a characterization of metric regularity
for smooth (or strictly differentiable) mappings; see, e.g., [16, Theorem 1.57]. To deal with
such mappings between Banach spaces that fail to have surjective derivatives at the points
in question, we introduced in [18] the notion of restrictive metric regularity (RMR) for
f: X___, Y around the given point x by considering the usual (metrically defined) property
of metric regularity for the mapping f hom the original domain space X to the nonlinear
metric space f(X) C Y instead of the original range space Y with a linear structure. The
RMR notion and verifiable conditions for its validity obtained in [18] allowed us to derive
therein equality forn1ulas for computing Fr€chet-like and limiting normals to inverse images
f- 1 ( 8) of arbitrary sets 8 c Y under strictly differentiable mappings f between Banach
space; such that the derivative \1 f(x) may not be surjective.
In this paper we continue the line of development in [18] focusing mainly on computing
generalized normals to direct images f(D) under differentiable (not always strictly) mappings f: X___, Y, with deriving new results for various normals (not only Frechet-like and
limiting ones) to inverse images as well. In the majority of our new results we relax the
<tforementioned RMR property requiring the metric regularity of the mapping f: D ___, f(D)
between the both metric spaces D and f (D) (around and sometimes just at the reference
point). verifiable conditions for the fulfillment of which are obtained by using advantages
of t.he linear structure on the Banach spaces X and Y and differentiability of f. We also
present counterparts of these results for evaluating (as upper estimates) generalized normals
to images of set-valued mappings F: X =t Y between Asplund spaces.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some major constructions of genem.lized differentiation and related notions of variational analysis widely used in
formulating and proving the main results below. In Section 3 we introduce and discuss various modifications of the concept of restrictive metric Tegularity and establish some verifiable
conditions for their fulfillment in terms of point based generalized differential constructions.
Section 4 concerns evaluating Fn!chet normals and f-noTmals to set images under F'rechet
d·iffeTentiable single-valued mappings between Banach spaces and presents also some related
and auxiliary material of independent interest. In Section 5 we deal with sequential weak'
1-im:its of Frechet-like normals to direct and inverse set images in general Banach spaces as
well as in some of their remarkable subclasses. We derive upper estimate and equality types
results under relaxed RMR. assumptions on strictly differentiable mappings. We also obtain
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upper estilnates for limiting norn1als to set in1ages under set-valued mappings.
Section 6 is devoted to counterparts of the equality-type results from Section 4 for the
so-called Holder s-1wrmal cones (with s E (0, 1]) to direct and inverse images of sets under
Holder s-differentiable mappings between Banach spaces. In the case of s = 1 the Holder
normal cone reduces to the proximal normal cone, which may be smaller than the Frechet
one even in finite dimensions. Further, in this section we establish equality-type results for
computing the convexified normal cone to direct and inverse set ilnages, which agrees with
the Clarke normal cone in reflexive spaces.
Our notation is basically conventional in variational analysis; see, e.g., [16, 20). Unless
otherwise stated 1 all the spaces under consideration are Banach with their norms denoted
by I ·II and the canonical pairing (·,-)between the space X in question and its topological
dual X'. Recall that the symbol

Li;~,:1pF(x) := {x'

E

X'l

3 sequences

XJ..~ ---+

X and xk

w•
---+

x*

(1.1)
with xj; E F(xk) for all k E IN}

stands for the sequential Painleve-Kuratowski upper/outer limit of a set-valued mapping
F: X ==< X' as 2: -> x in the norm topology of X and the weak' topology w' of X', where
IN:= {1,2, ... }. Given a set[! c X, denote by cH1 and col! the closure and convex hull of
0, respectively; cl' signifies the closure of a subset of the dual space in the weak' topology.
The symbol x 2 x means that x -> x with x E n. If no confusion arises, lB and JB' stands
for the closed unit balls of the space and dual space in question.
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Constructions of Generalized Differentiation

In this section we present the underlying constructions of generalized differentiation and
related properties of variational analysis widely used in the paper. We mainly follow the
book [16] referring the reader also to [4, 11, 17, 20, 21] for associated and additional material.
Given a nonempty set 0 C X in a Banach space X and a number E 2': 0, define the
collection o.f E -normals to 0 at X E 0 by

~

NE

( ) { ' X'll·
x; 0 :=

X

E

nn;up

(x', u - x)

llu- xll :S E }

(2.1)

'lJ,--"X

and let NE(x; 0) := 0 if x rt 0. When E = 0 in (2.1), the set N(x; 0) := No(x; f!) is a convex
cone known as the Prechet or regular normal cone to 0 at this point.
In general, we do not have satisfactory calculus and related properties for the normal
collection (2.1) whenever £ 2:: 0 even in finite dimensions; e.g., they may be trivial at
boundary points of closed sets in JR 2 . Much better calculus rules and other properties hold
for the sequential outer limit (1.1) of the constructions NE(x; f!) given by

N(x; 0) :=Lim sup NE(x; 0)

(2.2)

x--+X

cJO

and known as the basic, or limiting, or Mo1'dukhovich normal cone to[! at x E 0. It follows
from (2.2) and (1.1) that x' E N(x; 0) if and only if there are sequences Ek l 0, Xk 2 x,
3

<end :1:(. ~ :r'' ask___, oo such that x;; E Nq(XA,:D) for all k E IN. By [16, Theorem 2.35],
we can cequivalently let c = 0 in (2.2) if the set D is locally closed around x and if the
sprtce X is Asplund, i.e., every separable subspace of it has a separable dual. The class of
Asplund spaces has been well investigated in geometric theory of Banach spaces and widely
en1ployed in variational analysis; see [4, 16, 17] for more details and references. Note, in
particular, that any reflexive Banach space is Asplund while, e.g., the important classical
spaces C[O, 1] and L 00 [0, 1] are not.
Despite the nonconvexity of the limiting normal cone (2.2), or probably due to it, there is
a fairly comprehensive amount of calculus rules available for this nonnal cone and the associated coderivative and subdifferential constructions, mainly in the Asplund space franle,~mrk;
see [16. Chapter 3] and the references therein. The list of calculus rules and related results
for (2.2) known in general Banach spaces and laJgely presented in [16, Chapter 1] is by far
less impressive. We extend this list in the paper.
Consider next a. set-valued mapping F: X ==t Y between Banach spaces with the graph

Yl y E F(x)},

gphF := {(x,y) EX x

\Ve define the coderivative constructions generated by the above normal cones as follows:
the Fn!chet coderivative of F at ( x, y) E gph F given by

15• F(:c, y)(y')

:= { x" E X" I (x', -y') E

N((x, y); gph F)},

y' E Y',

(2.3)

y' E Y',

(2.4)

the no'rm.al codeTivative ofF at (x, y) E gphF given by

D/vF(x,y)(y') := {x" EX" I (x',-y') E N((x,Y);gphF)},
and the ·mixed coderivative ofF at (x, y) E gph F given by

D'; 1 F(x, y)(y')

:= { x' EX' I :1 sequences

t

gph F ( _ _)
---;
x, y ,

u•'

,

xf: ___, x ,
(2.5)
Yic ___, y' with (xJ,,-yk) E N,k((xk,yk);gphF)}.
Ek

0,

( Xk, Yk )

As before, note that we can equivalently put Ek o= 0 in (2.5) if both spaces X and Y (and
hence its product.) are Asplund and if the graph ofF is locally closed around (x, y). Observe
also that the normal coderivative (2.4) can be described in a similar limiting way as (2.5)
with the replacement of the nonnal convergence yj, ----+ y* by the weak* one Yk ~ y* in Y*.
IfF= f: X___, Y is a single-valued mapping, we omit y = f(x) in the above coderivative
notation. Note that. 15• f(x)(y') = {\7 f(x)'y'} when f is Frechet differentiable at x and

D/vf(x)(y') = D';qf(x)(y') = {'Vf(x)'y'},
when

y'

E

Y',

(2.6)

f is strictly differentiable at x in the sense that
f(u.)- f(x)- ('V f(x), u- x)
.
l1111
= 0)
x,v-i

[[u- x[[

\vhich is automatic when f E C 1 around X.
Finally in this section: recall son1e normal cmnpactness properties of sets and n1appings
ust-~d in the paper that are automatic in finite dimensions while playing a significant role
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in infinite-dimensional variational analysis and its applications. Given a set n C X, we
say that it is sequentially normally compact (SNC) at x E S1 if for every sequences Ek l 0,

'"'· 2 x,

and

x;:

E

ivoc- (xk; Sl), k

E

[x;; ~ o]

IN, we have the implication
==?

[llxtll---> o]

as k--->

oo,

=

which can be equivalently written with fk
0 when X is Asplund and S1 is locally closed
around x; see 116]. This property is always implied by, being closely related to, the compa.ctly epi-L·ipschitzian property of sets in the sense of Borwein and Str6jwas [3], which is
intrinsically defined in the primal space X while can be equivalently described in the dual
space framework as a topological version of the SN C property; the reader can find all the
details and comprehensive results in this direction in [8, 10].
A set-valued mapping F: X =t Y is SNC at (x,j)) E gphF if its graph is SNC at this
point. In the case of mappings (or sets in product spaces), a more delicate property of
this type is important for variational theory and applications. We say that F is partially
gphF
SNC (PSNC) at (x,y) E gphF if for every sequences fk l 0, (xk,Yk) ---> (x,y), and
(x;.,yk) E Noc-((Xk.Yk);gphF) we have the implication

[x;; ~ 0, IIYl:ll-> o]

==?

[llx;;ll---> o]

as k--->

00.

It. follows from [16, Theorem 1.43] that the PSNC property of F at (x, Y) E gph F aut.oma.tically holds for every mapping F: X =l Y between Banach spaces satisfying the
following Lipschitz-like, or pseudo-L·ipschitzian, oT Aubin property around (x, y): there are
neighborhoods U of and 11 of fi and a constant 2 0 such that

x

e

F(u) n 11 C F(x)

+ €llu- xlllB

whenever x, u E U.

(2.7)

The latter property is well known to equivalent to the metric regularity of the inverse
mapping p-l around (Y, x). Appropriate modifications of metric regularity for single-valued
mappings are studied in the next section and are applied in what follows.

3

Versions of Restrictive Metric Regularity

Given a mapping f: E1---> E2 between two metric spaces (E1,dl) and (E2,d2), recall that
this mapping is metrically Tegular around x if there are neighborhoods U of x and 11 of f(x)
and a constant p. > 0 such that
clist(x;_r 1 (y)) :=

in£

u.E.f-l(y)

d1 (x,u) ~ pd2(f(x),y) for all x E U andy E 11.

(3.1)

Furthermore, we say that f is metrically regular at x if (3.1) holds with x = x.
There are some conditions ensuring n1etric regularity of mappings between metric spaces
in t.erms of the so-called strong slopes; see, e.g., [2, 11] and the references therein. Considerabl:\r larger amount of efficient conditions for metric regularity is available for mappings
betvveen B(],na.ch spaces, where the notions of classical and generalized derivatives as well
as tangent and normal constructions associated with them play a significant role in the
5

study of metric regularity. \Ne mention first of all the fundamental result known now as the
Lyusternik-Graves theorem) which says that a 1napping f: X ----. Y between Banach spaces
strictly differentiable at i is metrically regular around this point if and only ~fthe derivative
operator \lf(x): X --> Y is surjective. A full code1·ivative analog of this result is given in
[15] for set-valued mappings between finite-dimensional spaces and in [16, Theorem 4.18] for
mappings between Asplund spaces. We refer the reader to [4, 6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 20, 21]
for the genesis of ideas and various approaches and for more results and discussions in this
direction in finite-din1ensional and infinite-dimensional Banach spaces.
It seems that the notion of Testrictive metric regularity (RMR) introduced in [18] is the
ii.rst one for mappings between Banach spaces which combines advantages of Banach spaces
with the general metric nature of metric regularity. Recall that f: X --> Y haE the RIVIR
prupeTty u:rov:nd x if the mapping f: X --> f(X) C Y C U between the Banach space X
and the metric space (E2, d2) := (!(X), II·IIY) is metrically regular around x in the sense of
(3.1). A major result of [18] gives a full characterization of the RMR property of a mapping
f strictly differentiable at x as follows: f is RMR around x if and only if the space \1 f(x)X
is finite-codimensional in Y and
1

T(y; f(X))
where

TC!J; 8) stands for

= \7 f(x)X with

fJ

:= f(x),

the so-called paratingent cone to 8 C Y defined by

T(y;8):={vEYI3vk->v, tklO, Yk~Y with Yk+tkv;,E8}.
In this paper we mainly study and employ another modification of the RMR notion,
which deals with the metric regularity in the sense of (3.1) for the mapping f: !:1--> f(D)
between the two metric spaces (Er,dr) := (!:1, ll·llx) and (E2,d2) := (!(!:~), II·IIY)·
In this section we present some sufficient conditions for this property in the case of
strictly differentiable mappings .f between Asplund spaces and locally closed sets n. The
proof of this result is heavily based on the point based coderivative and PSNC characterizations of the Lipschitz-like property of set-valued mappings between Asplund spaces and
efficient rules of the generalized differential and SNC calculi established in [16] for the limiting constructions involved.
Theorem 3.1 (sufficient conditions for metric regularity of restricted mappings).
Let .f: X ~ Y be a mapping between Asplund spaces strictly differentiable at x, and let n
he o. subset of X locally closed around x E D. Impose further the qualification condition

(v f(x)') -r (N(x; n))

=

{o}.

(3.2)

Then the ·restricted mapping .f: n ~ f (n) between metric spaces is metrically regular amund
,y in ea.ch of the following cases:
(a) either the spaceY is finite-dimensional,

(b) oT the space \lf(x)X
Proof. Denote

c

Y is closed and the set

n is

SNC at x.

y := f(x) and define a set-valued mapping G: Y =?X by
G(y) :=

r

1

(y)

6

n n.

(3.3)

It follows directly from the definitions that the Lipschitz-like property (2.7) of the constructed mapping G around (y, x) implies the metric regularity of the restricted mapping
f: S1 ~ f(S1) around x in the metric sense (3.1). We intend in what follows to apply
the aforementioned coderivative characterization of the Lipschitz-like property from (16,
Theorem 4.10] to the mapping G from (3.3). To begin with, observe by (3.3) that
(3.4)
where the sets Slr := {(y,x) E Y X XI y = f(x)} and S12 := Y x S1 are locally closed
mound the point (:ij. x). Since both spaces X andY are Asplund, the product spaceY x X
is Asplund as well. To estimate the limiting normal cone (2.2), we use the basic calculus
result (normal cone intersection rule) result from [16, Theorem 3.4]. It is easy to see from
the structures of Slr and S12 that
N((Y,r):S1r)

= {(y'.-'Vf(x)'y')l y'

E

Y'} and N((y,x);S12)

= {0}

x N(x;S1).

This implies that the main qualification condition of [16, Theorem 3.4] formulated as
(3.5)
is satisfied. To proceed, let us split the proof into the following two cases corresponding to
the requirements in (a) and (b) in addition to the common assumptions of the theorem.
Case 1. The range spo.ce Y is .finite-dimensiono.l. It follows from the representation
of Frechet normal to the set S1r with f strictly differentiable at x (cf. the proof of [16,
Theorem 1.38]) and the finite dimer1sionality of Y that the set S1 1 is SNC at (fi, x). Applying
now [16, Corollary 3.5] (a consequence of the aforementioned basic intersection rule) to the
set intersection (3.4), we get
N((fi,x);gphG)

c N((y,x);Slr) + N((y,x);rl2).

(3.6)

This implies, by the above normal cone formulas for Slr and S12, that
N((Y,x);gphG)

c {(y',-'Vj(x)'y" +N(x;S1))i y'

E Y'}.

(3.7)

The latter allows us to conclude, due to the qualification condition (3.2), that

Dj,1 G(y, x)(O) c D'NG(fi, x)(O) = {0}

(3.8)

The inclusion in (3.8) is obvious; so it remains to observe by the normal coderivative definition (2.4) that the required implication

(y',O) E N((fi,x);gphG) => y* = 0
in (3.8) directly follows from (3.7) due to the imposed qualification condition (3.2).
To conclude that the mapping G: Y =1 X in (3.3) is Lipschitz-like around (y, x) by
using the coderivative criterion from [16, Theorem 4.10(c)], it is sufficient to observe that G
is obviously PSNC at. (fi, x), since Y is finite-dimensional in the case under consideration.
Case 2. The image space 'V.f(x)X is closed in Y and the set S1 is SNC at x. We begin
with a simple observation that the qualification condition (3.2) implies the injectivity of the
adjoint derivative operator: i.e., the validity of the inclusion
'i7 f(x)'y' =

o => y' = o.
7

(3.9)

lncleecl, assuming that (3,9) does not hold, we find y' of 0 such that

which contradicts the qualification condition (3,2), The injectivity of the adjoint operator
\1 f(x)' implies, by the closedness requirement on \1 f(x)X, that in fact \1 f(x)X = Y,
To ensure that D~ 1 G(y, x)(O) = {0}, we proceed similarly to Case 1 observing that the
calculus rule in (3,6) holds by [16, Corollary 3,5] under the qualification condition (3,5)
due to the SNC property of S12 at (y, x), which is obviously implied by the assumed SNC
property of S1 at i, To conclude now by [16, Theorem 4,10(c)] that the mapping G: Y =I X
in (3,3) is Lipschitz-like around (y, x), it remains to check that G is PSNC at this point,
Since the qualification condition (3,5) and the SNC property of fb at (Y, x) are satisfied and
the product spaceY x X is Asplund, we have from [16, Corollary 3,80] that the mapping G
is PSNC at (y, x), which is the same as the PSNC property of the graph gph G with respect
to Y, pro'uided that the set Or in the intersection representation of this graph in (3A) is
PSNC with respect toY at (y, x), i,e,,
(3,10)
T11king into account that S1r = gph f- 1 , observe that the implication in (3,10) means that
the mapping f- 1 : Y =I X is PSNC at (Y, x) in the sense defined in Section L Recall that,
by [16, Theorem L43], the PSNC property of f- 1 at (y, X) is implied by the Lipschitz-like
property of f- 1 around this point, which is equivalent to the metric regularity off around
'"· As shown above, \1 J(i)X = Y under the assumptions made in (b), which thus ensure the
required metric regularity by the classical Lyusternik-Graves theorem. We have therefore
the Lipschitz-like property of the mapping Gin (3.3) around (f), x) in Case 2 and complete
the proof of the theorem in both cases under consideration.
6

4

Frechet-Like Normals to Set Images

In this section we mainly concentrate on computing Fn§chet normals and their c:--enlargements
to images of sets in Banach spaces under Frechet and strictly differentiable mappings satisfying the metric regularity require1nents introduced and discussed in Section 3.
To proceed, we need the following tangential construction generated in duality by the
Frechet normal cone (2.1) as E = 0. Given a set S1 C X and a point i E 0, define the
Frech.et tangent cone to S1 at i by

T(i;Sl)

:=

{v E Xi (x',v):; 0 for all x' E N(x;S1)}.

(4.1)

A natural question that imrnediately arises is about relationships between the Fn§chet tangent. cone (4.1) and the widely spread in variational analysis tangential construction

T(x;Sl)

:=

{v

E Xl3v;, ~v, tk

l

0 with x+tkVk E 0}

(4.2)

known as the Bouligand-Severi contingent cone to S1 at i; see [16, Subsection 1.1.2] and
the commentaries therein. The following proposition establishes such relationships in the
general Banach space setting.
8

Proposition 4.1 (relationships between the Frechet tangent cone and BouligandSeveri contingent cone to arbitrary sets). Let S1 be a nonempty subset of a Banach
space X. and let x E S1. Then we always have the inclusion
cleo T(x; S1)

c

T(x; S1),

(4.3)

which becomes an equality provided that

JV(O; clcoT(x; S1)) c JV(x; S1).

(4.4)

FuTtheTnw·re, condition (4.4) is satisfied in each of the following cases:

(a) FoT any sequence x,,

..S x
{

with

Xk

#

x for all k E IN, the normalized sequence

Xk- x }
llx,- xll '

k E IN,

contai.ns a conveTyent subsequence as k

----t oo. This is true, in particular, when there is a
neiqhhoThood U of x such that the spanned space span(S1 n (U- x)) is finite-dimensional,
which ·is automatic if the original space X is finite-dimensional.
(b) The-re is a neighbo-rhood U of x such that

S1 n U c x

+ clcoT(x; S1),

wh:ich su·rely holds if S1 n U C x + T(x; Sl). The latter is satisfied, in particular, when the
set n ·is e·ither convex or conic aTov,nd X.

Proof. To justify (4.3), it is sufficient to show that T(x; Sl) c T(x; Sl), since the Frechet
tangent cone T(x; Sl) is obviously closed and convex. Pick any v E T(x; Sl) and by definition
(4.2) find sequences vk ~ v and tk l 0 as k _, oo such that x + tkv,, E S1 for all k E IN.
Given E > 0 and using definition (2.1) of Frechet normals, we have

which implies that (x', v) :; 0 by passing to the limit as k ~ oo and taking into account
that E > 0 was chosen arbitrarily. The latter inequality means that v E T(x; Sl), and thus
we get the required inclusion (4.3).
Let us further prove that the equality holds in (4.3) under the assumption (4.4). To
proceed, suppose the opposite and find an element v E T(x;Sl) with v ~ clcoT(x;Sl). By
the classical corwe1• sepa-ration theorem, there is x' E X' and 'Y E 1R such that

(x',v) > l' > (x',x) for all x E clcoT(x;S1).

(4.5)

This implies that 'Y > 0, since 0 E clcoT(x;S1). Taking now into account that clcoT(x;Sl)
is a cone, we get from the second inequality in (4.5) that

(x'.x)c;o forall xEclcoT(x;Sl),
which gives :r' E JV(O; clcoT(x; S1)) C JV(x; S1) by the assumption made in (4.4). On the
other hand, it follows from the first inequality in (4.5) that x' ~ JV(x; S1), since otherwise
9

we have (2:", v) :S 0. This contradiction justifies the equality in (4.3) under the validity
of (4.4). The fulfillment of (4.4) under the conditions imposed in either (a) or (b) easily
follows h·om the above definitions of the contingent cone and the Frechet normal cone to
the set in question. This completes the proof of the proposition.
6
The next theorem contains two independent relationships between the Frechet normal
cone to a. set fl and to a set image f(fl) under a Frechet differentiable mapping f while
imposing the metric regula.rity property off: !1--> f(!1) at the point x E fl in question.
Theorem 4.2 (Frechet normals to direct images of sets under differentiable mappings). Let f: X--> Y be a mapping between Banach spaces such that f is Fn!chet diffe·rentiable at :1' E fl and the restricted mapping f: !1 --> f(fl) is metrically regular at this
point. Denote y := .f(x). Then we have the equality

Ft (y; .f(!l)) = (v f(x)T' (N(x; !1))

(4.6)

Pu:rthermore, we have another equality

\7 f(x)' N (fi;J(!1))

=

(4.7)

N(x; fl)

pmvided that the space \7 f(x)X is closed in Y and that

ker \7 f(x)

c T(x; !1),

(4.8)

wheTe the latter condition is necessa1·y joT the fv.lfillment of (4. 7).

Proof. Observe that the Frechet differentiability off at
1: > 0 a.nd a neighborhood U of x such that

x implies the existence of a number

llf(x)- f(x)ll :S £11x- xll for all x E U.
Fix any y" E

N(y; f(Sl)) and get from the definition of Frechet normals that
.
(y',y- y)
!rm sup II
II
f(O)
Y- Y

:s o.

y------+fj

Applying the following transformations and estimates

.
(\lf(x)'y',x-x) _ .
(y',\lf(x)(x-x))
Innsup
1nnsup
I
-·II
II x-x I
n
x-x
n
x----+ i:

~·---+X

.

:S I rmsup
n

(y', \lf(x)(x- x)- f(x)

+ f(x) + f(x)-

II X-X I

f(x))

;J;----;.,y

.

:S hmsup
D

_

a_:----+x

(y",f(x)-f(x))

II X _ X II

{ .
(y",y-y))}
:S max O,lnnsup _, _ I :S 0,
f{fl)

y-----+y

f!.

11 Y

Y

we arrive at \lf(.r)'y' E N(x; !l), which justifies the inclusion "C" in (4.6).
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To prove the opposite inclusion in (4.6), employ the metric regularity of .f: D.._., .f(O)

at :T and find a number f.'> 0 such that for any y E .f(D) close toy= .f(x) we have
dist(x;

r

1

(y) n ll) S /LilY- iill·

(4.9)

Fix <t11Y y' satisfying \1 f(x)'y' E N(x; D). Then for any£> 0 there is TJ > 0 such that

(y', \l.f(x)(x- x)) S

£

211x- xll

whenever llx- xll < TJ and x En.

It follows from (4.10) and the Frechet. differentiability off at

x that for some v

(4.10)
< TJ we have

(y',f(x)- f(x)) S cllx- xll whenever llx- xll < v and x E fl.
Observe that estimate (4.9) ensures that for any y E .f(O) sufficiently close to
1
:1:" E
(y) n D satisfying llxy- xll S 2f.'IIY- :VII< v. For such xy we have

.r-

(y', y- y)

=

y there is

(y', .f(xu)- f(x)) S cllx"- xll S 2f.'£11Y- VII,

which implies that y' E N(Y; .f(D)), since E > 0 was chosen arbitrarily. This justifies the
inclusion ":J" in (4.6) and thus the equality therein.
Next we prove representation (4.7) under the additional assumptions made. By (4.6),
it :::;uffices to verify the inclusion

N(x;D) c \l.f(x)'N(!J;J(D)).

(4.11)

To proceed, pick arbitrary x' E N(x; D) and v E T(x; D) and get by definition (4.1) that
(x', v) S 0. This implies, since -v E ker \1 f(x) whenever v E ker \l.f(x), that

(x',v) = 0 for all v

E

ker\lf(x)

(4.12)

due to the assumed inclusion (4.8). Define now a bounded linear functional y' on the closed
suhspace \1 f(.i)X of Y by

(y',y) = (x',x) for some x E \lf(x)- 1 (y).
It follows hom (4.12) that y' is well defined on \1 f(x)X. Using the classical Hahn-Banach
theo·rem, we extend y' to a bounded linear functional on the whole spaceY, i.e., can identify
it withy' E Y'. The construction of y' implies that \1 f(x)'y' = x'. Furthermore, by the
above proof of the inclusion ":J" in (4.6), we have y' E N(Y; f(D)) and thus justify (4.7).
It remains to show that the kernel condition (4.8) is in fact necessary for the fulfillment
of representation (4.7). To proceed, assume that (4.7) holds and take any v E ker'Vf(x).
The we obviously have the equality

(\1 f(x)v, y') = 0

=

(v, \l.f(x)'y') = 0 for all y' E N

(fi; f(D)).

By the assumed condition (4.7), the latter yields that (v,x') = 0 for all x' E N(x;D).
Hence we get v E T(x; D) by definition (4.1) and complete the proof of the theorem.
6
Next we study a special class of sets D C X in Theorem 4.2, which are representable
as ·inverse images f- 1 (8) of some subsets 8 C Y of the range space for the mappings
f: X .._., Y from the theorem. We obtain efficient conditions that ensure the fulfillment of
the kernel requirement (4.8) and of the equality in (4.7) for such sets. Let us first present a
result that justifies the kernel condition (4.8) for inverse images and contains an additional
information of certain independent interest.
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Proposition 4.3 (kernel condition for inverse images). Let f: X ---> Y be a mapping
brei.ween Banach spaces that is Gateaux differ·entiable at x, and let y := J(x). Ass<tme that
the Testr·icted mapping f : X ---> f (X) is metrically regular at x. Then we have the inclusion
ker\lf(x)
wh:ich holds as eq·uality pmvided that

f

c T(x;r 1 (y)),

(4.13)

is Frechet diffe·rentiable at

x.

Proof. To justify (4.13), pick any v E ker\lf(x) and observe, by the Gateaux differentiability off at x, that

whenever t,. 1 0. Since f: X ---> j(X) is assumed to be metrically regular at
large k E IN we find x,, E j- 1 (fi) such that
'Wk

:=

x + tkv- Xk

----+

tk

x,

for any

0 as k __... oo.

Then we have (xk- x)/tk = v- wk---> vas k---> co, which gives v E T(x;l1) by definition
(4.2) of the contingent cone and thus justifies the required inclusion (4.13).
To prove the converse inclusion to (4.13), take any v E T(x; f- 1 (y)) and by definition
(4.2) find sequences Xk--->X with x,, E f- 1 (y) and tk 1 0 such that (xk-x)/tk---> vas k---> co.
By the the Frechet differentiability of f at x we have

f(x,,)- f(x)- \1 J(x)(xk- x) ___,
0 as k----+ oo,
tk
which gives v E ker \1 f(x) and completes the proof of the proposition.
The following result presents consequences of Theorem 4.2 for Frechet normals to inverse
images of sets. The second formula in this corollary is based on Proposition 4.3 and extends
the corresponding one in [16, Theorem 1.14], where \1 f(x) is assumed to be surjective (and
hence metrically regular at x) that allows us to drop f(X) in the latter formula.
Corollary 4.4 (Frechet normals to inverse images of sets). Let f: X ---> Y be a mapp·ing between Banach spaces, and let 8 be a subset of Y such that f is Frr'.chet differentiable
o.t x and that y := f(x) E 8. Assume that the rest-ricted mapping f: f- 1 (8) ___, 8 n f(X)
is m.eh'ically r·egular at x. Then

('Vf(x)') - N(x; r
1

1

(8))

=

N(f(x); en f(X)).

Fu:rthermore, we have the equality

N(x;r 1(8))
p-ro·uided that the mapping

f:

= \1 f(x)' N(f(x);

en f(X))

X__, .f(X) is metrically ·reg·ular at
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x.

Proof. The first equality in the corollary follows directly from equality (4.6) of Theorem 4.2
with S1 = .f- 1 (8). The second one follows from (4.7), Proposition 4.3, and the fact that
the ,ubspace \l.f(x)X is dosed in Y if the restricted mapping .f: X ---> .f(X) is metrically
regnlar at x. The latter is proved in [18, Theorem 2.2] (see also [16, Lemma 1.56]), where the
R.MR property of f at x is actually used, although the formulation involves this property
around :c. Note that the metric regularity of f: X ---> f(X) at x smely implies that of
1
f:
(8)---> 8nj(X) at this point. Thus we meet all the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 for
1 (8) and complete the proof of the corollary.
S1 =
6

.r.r-

Next we study some relations for E-·rwTmals (2.1) to sets and set images (direct and
inverse) under strictly differentiable mappings between Banach spaces. We derive certain
pe,·htTbed/fuzzy counterparts of the results for Frechet normals obtained above imposing
Himila.r metric regularity assu1nptions on restricted n1appings that are required now around
the reference points (not ~'at" as above). The results established here for c-norn1als are

of independent interest while their main role in this paper concerns applications to new
formulas for limiting normals to set images developed in Section 5.
Our first result on c-normals to set images gives a uniform fuzzy analog of formula (4.6)
via the mte of strict diffeTentiability of f at x introduced in [18] by

T.r(x;'l))

:=

sup
x,uEi+111B

ll.f(u)- f(x)- \1 f(x)(u- x)ll
llv- xll

(4.14)

·u.#-x

where 'II> 0; see also [16, Subsection 1.1.3] for more details. It easily follows from (4.14)
that Tf ( x; 17) l 0 as I) l 0 if .f is strictly differentiable at x.
Theorem 4.5 (estimates of c-normals to set images via the rate of strict differentiability). Let .f: X---> Y be a mapping between Banach spaces, and let x E !1 C X.
Assume that f is strictly differentiable at x E !1 with the mte of strictly differentiability
r 1(:Y:; '1)) defined in (4.14). Then the following hold:
. (i) The·re a/'e numbe-rs c > 0 and ij > 0 such that for any y' E Nc(f(x); f(!l)), E ::C 0,
.r E (:1: + 'l)lB) n !1, and 0 <I) <:: ij we have the inclusion
(4.15)

(ii) .4ss·ume in addition that the Testricted mapping f: !1 ---> f(Sl) is metrically regula/'
around i:. Then theTe are n·umbers c > 0 and f) > 0 such that for any y' E (\I f(x)')- 1 Nc(x; !1),
E: ::C 0. 1: E (x + I)IB) n S1, and 0 <I)<:: ij we have the inclusion
y' E N,(f(x); f(S1)) with

IJ

:=

CE

+ ciiY'Ih(x; IJ).

(4.16)

Proof. Since f is strictly differentiable at x, it is locally Lipschitzian around this point,
i.e., there are£> 0 and ij > 0 such that f is Lipschitz continuous on the set x + ijlB with
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constant

e.

Then we have

. .
(17f(x)'y', u.- x)
hmsup
II·u-x·II
n

~l·
~ lmsup
r1

(y',17f(x)(v.-x))
II 11.-X II

u->x

'II--7X

=lim sup (y',

~(u.)- rx))

+ IIY'IirJ(x; '7)

11.-X

r1

u.---+x

.
{ (y',v-f(x))}
,
_
::; l~~~)sup max 0, e-lllv- f(x)ll + IIY lh(x; '7)
v----> f(x)

:": fE

+ IIY'iirJ(x;7J) for all 7J E (O,ij].

This gives the inclusion 17 f(x)'y' E N,(x; n) with c := e and I defined in (4.15). Thus
y' E (17f(x)')- 1 (N,(x; 0)), which justifies assertion (i).
To prove (ii), we employ the met·ric -regv.la.-rity off: n ~ f (n) amund x and find numbers
I' > 0 and i) > 0 such that
dist(:c;r 1(y)nn) :S l"lly-f(x)ll for any x

E

(x+'i)lB)nn andy

E

withy close to f(x). Pick any y' E (17 f(x)')- 1 N(x; 0) for such x with some
by definition (2.1) the two equivalent inequalities

.
(17f(x)'y',u.-x)
]
[ hm,~up
llu.- xll
:": E

f(rl)
E

(4.17)

::> 0 and get

[·
(y',l7f(x)(u-x))
]
lm;_;;up
llu.- xll
:": E .

=

·u---+x

v.---+x

The latter implies by construction {4.14) that
limsup
n

(y',~(u.) -rx))::; c+

IIY'IirJ(:l\77) for any 0 <7)::; 'i).

tt-x

"U.---+x

Fix '' E U• + ·qlB) n n and, by metric regularity (4.17), for each y E f (n) close to f (x) find
,,,, E r 1 (y) n n satisfying llx- xyll::; I"IIY- J(x)ll· Thus we get

.

l~~~sup

(y',y- f(x))
IIY- f(x)ll

y----+.f(x)

<
-

.

l~~~sup

(y',f(xy)- f(x))
llf(xy)- f(x)ll

v----+ f(x)

.
{ (y', f(xy)- f(x))}
:S hmsup max 0,
_ 1 ll _ II
f(ll)

y----+f(x)

J-L

Xy

X

:":/IE+ I"IIY'IirJ(x;7)) whenever 0 < '7 :S 'i).
This justifies the inclusion y' E Nv(f(x); f(O)) with c := 11 and v defined in (4.16) and thus
completes the proof of the theorem.
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The next result a fuzzy E-normal counterpart of the inclusion"::)'' in (4.7); the opposite
inclusion of this type is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5(ii). To proceed in this
direction, we introduce a nevv concept used in what follows.

Definition 4.6 (tangential distance for sets). Let n be a subset of a Banach space X
with''' E ll, and let L be a linea-r subspace of X. The TANGENTIAL DISTANCE between Sl
and L at x with accuracy 17 ::> 0 is defined by
tancln,L(x;·q):=

sup
liminfll-'-'
vEL\{O),."E('H<)IB)nfl vl_l,x
llull
14

-.,.v~·-_x-cll
llv- xll

(4.18)

with the convent·ions that
1J- ::r
llv _ xll := 0 if v = x

tandn,L(X;1)) := 0 if L = {0}.

and

Fo·r simplicity we denote tand n,L( x) := tand n,L ( x; 0).

It is easy to observe from Definition 4.6 and construction (4.2) of the contingent cone
that v·_re have the estimate
tandn,L(x;7J)

<::

sup
dist( " :T(x;!1))
uEL\{O},xE(X+>IiB)n!:l
11 1L 11

(4.19)

proviclecl that the space X is finite-dimensional In Section 5 we present more results on

the tangential distance for image sets generated by strictly differentiable mappings.
Theorem 4.7 (estimates of £-normals via tangential distance). Let !1 C X be a

s·u.bset of a Banach space with x E !1, and let£ ::> 0. The following assertions hold:
(i) Given a linear bo·unded operato1· A: X -> Y between Banach spaces with the closed
mnge AX C Y and given x' E N,(x; !1), there ·is y' E Y' such that
A'y' Ex' + 1IB' with 1 := e + tand n,ker A (x)llx'll·

(4.20)

(ii) Assv.me that a mapping f: X-> Y between Banach spaces is strictly differentiable at
:1:, that the s·u.bspace \lf(x)X is closed in Y, and that the restrictive mapping f: !1-> f(!1)

is m.etrico.lly regula·r around x. Then there are numbers c > 0 and i) > 0 such that for any
:r' E fV,(:r; !1) and x E (x + '!)lB) n !1 as 0 < 7J <:: i) there exists a perturbation

x'

Ex'+1IB' with "f:=e+tando,V'f(x)(x)llx'll

sat-isfying the conditions (\lf(x)')- 1 (x')
1

# 0 and

(\lf(x)'f (x')
with I/:=

c(e +

(4.21)

c

Nv(f(x): f(!1))

(4.22)

tandn,ker'VJ(x)(x;7J)IIx'll +rJ(x;77)IIY'II).

Proof. To justify assertion (i), take any x' E N,(x; !1) and, by the definition of £-normals,
for every a > 0 there is a neighborhood U of x such that

(o:'',x- x) <:: (e + a)llx- xll whenever x E U.

(4.23)

Further. pick any 11. E ker A\ {0} and, by Definition 4.18 with L = ker A, find v E U
satisfving the estimate
1111::11 -

with the same

II~= :1111 < tand n,ker

A (x)

+ cr

a> 0 as in (4.23). Unifying the latter with (4.23), we get
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Taking into account that a > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, this i1nplies that
(x', u) <:: 1llull for all " E ker A
with 'I defined in (4.20). The Hahn-Banach theorem allows us to extend x'lkerA to a linear
functional x' EX' with llx'll 'Sf. Denote now x' := x'- x* and define y' E (AX)' by
(y',y) = (x*,x) for some x E A- 1 (y).

Since i'lker A = 0, the linear functional y* is well defined on AX and, furthermore, it is
bounded on this subspace due to its assumed closedness in Y. Employing again the HahnBanach theorem, we extend y* to a linear bounded functional y* E Y*. Finally1 it is easy
to check that A'y' = x' Ex'+ 11B', which gives (4.20) and thus justifies assertion (i).
To prove assertion (ii) of the theorem, we first apply the result of assertion (i) with
A = \7 f(.t), which allows us to find x' E X' satisfying (4.21) and (\7 f(x)')- 1(x') f 0.
T<cking then any y' E ('V f(x)')- 1 (x'), we easily have \7 f(x)'y' E N,+~(x; D). Finally,
assertion (ii) of Theorem 4.5 implies that y' E Nu(f(x); f(D)) with v defined in (4.22).
This eompletes the proof of (ii) and of the whole theorem.
6

5

The Limiting Normal Cone to Set Images

The primary goal of this section is to establish relationships between the limiting normals
(2.2) t.o sets and to set images (direct and inverse) under strictly differentiable mappings
ac.t.ing in Banach spaces. We also obtain some counterparts (as upper estimates) of calculus
results for lilniting normals to direct images of sets under set-valued n1appings.
A natural "\vay to derive the corresponding formulas for lilniting normals to set images
under strictly differentiable mappings is to pass to the limit in the "fuzzy" results of Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 forE-normals. To proceed carefully in this direction, we need to designate
appropriate properties of the sets, mappings, and spaces under consideration. The following
property of Banach spaces, introduced in [18] in a different framework and largely discussed
in [16. Subsection 1.3.5], plays a significant role in justifying the limiting procedure.
Definition 5.1 (weak'-extensibility). Let L be a closed linear subspace of a Banach
spa.ce X. We say that L is w'-EXTENSIBLE in X if every sequence {vk} c U, with
vt

w"
------+

0 as k ~ oo contains a subsequence {vk.j} such that each

vki

can be extended to a

l·in.eo:r bounded functional xj E X* with xj ~ 0 as j ___,. co.

As shown in [16, 18], the w'-extensibility holds for every closed linear subspace of Banach
spaces hom fairly broad classes including all Asplund spaces, weakly compactly generated
spaces (VVCG), spaces admitting smooth renorms of any kinds, etc., but not in general.
Theorem 5.2 (limiting normals to direct images of sets under strictly differentiable mappings). Let f: X __, Y be a mapping between Banach spaces, and let D c X
with .!, E D. Assume that f is strictly differentiable at x and that the restricted mapping
f : n __, .f (D) is met'rically -regular at this point. Then

N (fi; t(D))

c

('V J(xr)-' (N(x; D)).
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(5.1)

Fu:rtheTmoTe, we have the equalities

(5.2)

(5.3)

\7 f(x)' N(y; f(O)) = N(x; 0)
p-rovided ·in addition that

f:

0 -+ f (0) is metr·ically regular around x and the following

ass·umptions hold:

(a) the space \i'f(x)X is closed and w'-extensible in Y;
(b) tandkerv.f(x).o(x;1))-+ 0 as 1) 10.
Proof.

To justify inclusion (5.1), pick y' E N(y; f(O)) and, by definition of limiting
.

f(O)

~

_

w'

,

normals. find sequences Ek 1 0, Yk _____, y, and yz E N,,.(yk; f(D)) such that Y'k ___, y· as
k-+ oo. The metric regularity assumption on f: D-+ f(D) at x yields that
dist(x,

r

1

(y) n D) ::; ~LilY-

fill

for some p. > 0 and all y E f (0) sufficiently close to the reference point f). This allows us to
find :r~; E f- 1 (y~;) n 0, k E IN, with x~,-+ x ask-+ oo. Then assertion (i) of Theorem 4.5
ensures the existence of a sequence '"'fh~ ! 0 such that

\7 f(x)'yic

E

N~k(x~,; D) for large k

E IN,

which implies that \i'f(x)'y' E N(x:D) by passing to the limit ask-+ oo. This gives (5.1)
and also justifies the inclusion ''c'' in (5.3).
Let us next prove the opposite inclusions in (5.2) and (5.3) under the additional assumptions made. They surely follow from the fact that for any x' E N(x; D) we have
(5.4)
To justify (5.4), pick a limiting normal x' E N(x; D) and find by definition (2.2) sequences

E~;, 1 0, o:~;

and xj, E Nc,. (xk; D) with x;; "S x' as k -+ oo. Applying now, for each
k E IN, Theorem 4.7(ii) requiring the metric regularity off: D-+ f(O) around x and then
using assumption (b) as well as the boundedness of the sequence { xk} C X' by the uniform
boundedness principle, we find from (4.15) sequences 'Yk 1 0 and {xk} C X' such that

.£1 x,

~.
xk E x~,~,

+ '"'fk 18' and

1
("f(-)')(~')-1-~
v x
x~,~ 1 VJ,

k E IN.

(5.5)

It follows from the first relationship in (5.5) that xj; "S x' as k-+ oo. Furthermore, we get
:t' E \lf(x)''Y' due the well-known fact that the assumed closedness of the image subspace

'Vf(.i)X in Y implies the w' -closedness of the adjoint image \1 f(x)"Y' in X'.
Thus ('Vf(x)')- 1 (x') # 0, and it remains to show for (5.4) that y' E N(y; f(D)) whenevery' E Y' satisfies \1 f(x)'y' = x'. To proceed, we use both relationships in (5.5) and
the w'-extensibility assumption in (b) to derive. as in the proof of [16, Proposition 1.125]
and [18, Proposition 3.7], that there is a sequence {yk} c Y' with \1 f(x)'y'k = x);, which
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contains a. subsequence w* -convergent to y*; assume with no loss of generality that the
\;vhole sequence converges ask-----+ oo. Applying again Theore1n 4.7(ii), we get

Yk E N,Jf'(xk), f(rl))

with some

vk

10

(5.6)

as k--> oo,

where the latter convergence follows from the expression for v in (4.16 due to the strict
differentiability off at x, the tangential assumption (b) of the theorem, and the boundedness
of {:ciJ c x•. By passing to the limit in (5.6) ask--> oo, we conclude that y* E N(y; f(rl)
ctnd thus complete the proof of the theorem.
6

As discussed above, both assumptions in (a) of Theorem 5.2 do not provide serious
limitations. By Definition 4.18 and estimate (4.19), condition (b) of the theorem signifies
tlmt the contingent cone to rl around x is close enough to the unit sphere of the kernel
subspace ker \l f(x). Note also that all the assumptions in (a) and (b) of Theorem 5.2 are
satisfied when the derivative operator \l f(x) is isomorphic. The next result implies, in
pmticular, that condition (b) always holds if n is the inverse image of some set generated
by the mapping f under consideration enjoying the R.MR. property around x. In this way
the equality relations in (5.2) and (5.3) in Theorem 5.2 extend the corresponding results of
[18, Theorem 3.8] for limiting normals to inverse images.
Proposition 5.3 (relationship between the tangential distance to inverse images
and the rate of strict differentiability). Let f: X --> Y be a mapping between Banach
spaces. let 8 c Y, and let rl := J- 1 (8) c X. Assume that f is stTictly differentiable at
.r· E n and the restTictive mapping f: X --> J(X) is metrically Tegular around this point.
Then theTe a·re num.beTs a > 0 and i) > 0 such that fo-r all x E (:l' + 'T}lB) n rl with 'IE (0, fi]
we ho:ue the relationship

(5.7)
between the tangential distance and the mte of strict diffeTentiability. In particular,

tand kerV'f(x),rl(x; 'I)_, 0 as

7}

1 0.

(5.8)

Proof. It follows directly from the strict differentiability off at x that (5.7) implies (5.8).
To justify (5.8), take a modulus I"> 0 of the metric regularity off: X ---; f(X) around x
a.ncl choose fj > 0 such that
r.r(x;ij) < min{1/fL,1/(2Jii)}.

For

any v

E

ker \lf(x) with

llvll

II

= 1 and x E (x

f(x +tv)- f(x)
t

+ 171B) n n

(5.9)
with 0 <

7}

<

II <: 1.f. (-·
)
X,'T}

fj we have

(5.10)

whenever t > 0 is sufficiently small. By the metric regularity of f: X --> f(X) around
with modulus f", for >1.11Y small t > 0 find x 1 E X satisfying

f(J:r) = .f(o:) and llx +tv- Xtll
18

<: l"ll.f(x +tv)- f(x)ll·

x

This implies that x, E [land, by using (5.10), that
x t
~ -x
V~ 1

I

I = I x +tv~
I <;:: i'TJ(x; 1)).
t
Xt

Consequently we have the following relationships:

which yield the further estimates:

~

<;::

1

!iT I ( X ; 7))

. 1 ~ W f (X ; 1))

2w 1(x:'7)

+ :-1-~--'-l'c;2 .,.-'--!(;c:x-";1--,))"']2
7-[

It <Cllows us to finally arrive at the inequality

I

11

Xt

~X

~ [[x, ~ x[[

I

CKTJ(X;1))
<::: 1 ~ a[1·J(x; ry)]2

which implies (5.7) by construction (4.18) and completes the proof of the proposition.

6

We conclude this section with an upper estimate of the limiting normal cone to direct
set images under set-valued mappings. The results obtained in what follows are generally
independent of the corresponding one from Theorem 5.2 in the common setting for both
theorems; see more discussions below in Remark 5.5.
To formulate the next theorem, we need to recall two useful properties of set-valued
mappings between Banach spaces; see [16, Definition 1.63]. A mapping F: X==# Y is said
to be inneT semicontinuous at (x, y) E gphF if for every sequence Xk--> x with F(xk) # 0
there is subsequence of Yk E F(xk) converging to fi as k --> oo. We say that F is inner
sem.icompact at x if for every sequence x,, --> x with F(xk) # 0 there is a sequence of
Yk· E F(o:!-) containing a convergent subsequence. Both properties reduce to the usual
continuity for the case of single-valued mappings.
It is easy to see that the inner semicompactness property ofF always holds of dim Y < oo
(oL more generally1 ifF is locally compact around X in infinite dimensions), which is not the
case for the inner semicontinuity. On the other hand) the inner semicontinuity for inverse
mappings is implied by the appropriate metric regularity of the mapping in question at the
eorresponding point. In particular: it is proved in Theorem 5.2 that the metric regularity
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off: \! ~ f(D) at x ensures the inner semicontinuity of f-r n \! at (fi, x) with y := f(x),
which is a requirement of Theoren1 5.4 for general set-valued mappings.
Having a set n C X, we define its ilnage under a set-valued mapping F: X .=:::# Y by

F(\L) =

U F(x).
xEO

Theorem 5.4 (limiting normals to set images under set-valued mappings). Let
F: X ::1 Y be a closed-graph mapping between Asplund spaces, let D be a closed subset of
X, and let y E F(D). The following assertions hold:
(i) Given i: E D wi.th (i:, y) E gph F, assume that the mapping y ::1 p-r (y) n D is inner
sem·icontin:aous at (y,x), that either Dis SNC at i: or F is PSNC at (x,y), and that the
rrwJ.l·~fi.cation

condUion

D~ 1 F(x,y)(O) n [- N(x;D)] = {0}

(5.11)

·t.s sat'isfied: the latter is automatic together with the PSNC propeTty ofF at (x, y) ifF is
Lipschitz-like around this point. Then we have the ·inclusion

(5.12)

(ii) Assume that the mapping y ::1 p-r(y) n n is inner semicompact at y and that all
the ol:heT assumptions in (i) hold for every x E p-r (y) n D. Then we have the inclusion

N(y; F(D)) c

u

D'fvrr (y, x) (N(x; D)).

(5.13)

XEF- 1('iJ)n0

Proof. It is sufficient to justify assertion (i); the reader can check that the proof of assertion
(ii) is similar. To prove (5.12), pick any y' E N(y; F(D)) and find by definition sequences
F(n)

w*

.

~

y* as k --> oo such that Yic E N(yk; F(l!)) for all k E IN. By
the inner semicontinuity of the mapping y ::1 p-r(y) n l! at (y, x) there is a sequence of
:c,. E p-r(Yk) n D such that Xk ~ x ask--> oo. Define the closed subsets
Y!· ------> !} and Y'k -->

Dr := gph F and \!2 := rL x Y

(5.14)

of the space X x Y, which is Asplund as a product of Asplund spaces. It is easy to see from
the structures of Dr and D2 in (5.14) that

which yields by passing to the limit as k

-->

oo that
(5.15)

Now we apply to the set intersection in (5.15) the fundamental intersection rule for limiting
normals in Asplund spaces from [16, Theorem 3.4]. It is not hard to check that the structures
of the sets Dr and D2 in (5.14) and the mixed coderivative construction (2.5) ensure the
fulfillment of the limiting qualification condition required in the aforementioned theorem
by the assumed qualification condition (5.11).
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Furthermore, the PSNC condition imposed on F at (x, y) in the assumptions of the
theorem means in fact that the set !11 in (5.14) is PSNC at (x, y) with respect to X while
the other set !12 is automatically strongly PSNC at this point (x, y) with respect toY,
which is required in [16, Theorem 3.4]. On the other hand, if !1 is assumed to be SNC at
,,, then fl2 in (5.14) is obviously SNC at (x, y), which meets the alternative requirements
of [16, Theorem 3.4]. By the latter result we thus have

that allows us to represent the pair (0, y') in (5.15) as
(0, y') = ( -x', y')

+ (x', 0).

with some (-x',y') E N((x,y);gphF) and x' E N(x;fl). Tal<ing into account definition
(2.4) of the normal coderivative for the case of the inverse mapping p-I: Y =I X, we
fina.lly arrive a.t (5.12) under the assumptions in (i). To complete the proof of the theorem,
it remains to observe that D~ 1 F(x, y)(O) = {0} if F is Lipschitz-like around (x, y) by
[16, Theorem 4.10] and that we automatically have the PSNC property at (x, y) for such
mappings F by [16, Theorem 1.43].
6
Remark 5.5 (discussions on the results for limiting normals to set images). It is
ea:;y to check the relationship

y' E D}vr 1 (Y,x)(x')

¢=?

-x' E D]vF(x,y)(-y')

between the normal coderivative of an arbitrary mapping F: X =I Y at (x,y) E gphF and
the one for its inverse p-l Using this relationship and expression (4.14) for the normal"
coclerivative of single-valued and strictly differentiable 111appings we conclude that inclusion
(5.1) of Theorem 5.2 reduces to (5.13) in the case of strict differentiability. Observe that all
the assumptions of Theorem 5.4(i) hold under those needed for (5.1) in Theorem 5.2 (see the
discussion on inner semicontinuity before the formulation of Theorem 5.4) except the general
Bm1.u.ch space setting of Theorem 5.2 versus the Asplund space setting of Theorem 5.4. Note
abo that Theorem 5.2 contains the equality relationships (5.2) and (5.3) under the additional
assumptions imposed therein, which do not have any counterparts in the general nonsmooth
and set-valued setting of Theorem 5.4 even in finite dimensions.
1

6

Other Normal Cones to Set Images

In this section we obtain some analogs of the results established in Section 4 for Frechet
normals in the new case of HOlder normals (including proximal ones) to set images under
differentiable mappings bet\veen Banach spaces. Sin1ilar results are also derived from those
in Section 5 for the convex~fied normal cone to set images in Asplund spaces.
Given a set. fl C X and a numbers E (0, 1], the HoldeT s-noTmal cone to [l at x E [lis

N'(I;; fl) = { x' E

xl

~a-

2 0,

'7

> 0 such that (x',x- x) :'0

whenever X E (x
21

+ 17fB) n fl }·

o-llx- xlll+'

(6.1)

For s

=

1, the set (6,1) is known as the proximal normal cone to 11 at

N'(x; n) c N(x; D) for all

i;, Obviously

o < s :o; 1.
x

Introducing further the Holder s-tangent cone to 11 at

(6.2)
E S1 by the duality /polarity

correspondence

T'(x: D)

:= { v E X\

(x', v) :0: 0 for all x'

E

N'(x; D)},

(6.3)

we observe the relationship between (6.3) and the contingent cone (4.2):
cleo T(x; D) c T'(x; 11) for each 0 < s :0: 1,
which follows from inclusion (4.3) by using the polarity in (6.2).
Given now a mapping .f: X -> Y between Banach spaces, we say that .f is Holder sdi.ffer·entio.ble at x with s E (0, 1] if there exist a neighborhood U of x, a constant "' > 0,
tmd a bounded linear operator A: X -> Y such that

<"'

llf(x)- f(x)- A(x- x)ll
llx-xlll+'
-

for all x

E

U \ {x}.

(6.4)

It is not hard to check that the operator A in (6.4) is unique if exists; we call it the HaideT
s-de·,.ivative off at x and denote for simplicity by \1 f(x) if no confusion arises. It is easy
to check that Hi:ilder differentiability implies Frechet differentiability at the reference point
with the same derivative operator.
The next theorem gives (independent) Hi:ilder counterparts, whenever s E (0, 1], of
Theorem 4.2 for Frechet normal to direct images.
Theorem 6.1 (Holder normals to direct images of sets under differentiable mappings). Let f: X _, Y be a mapping between Banach spaces, let D be a subset of X with
:r E D. and lets E (0, 1]. Assume that f is Holders-differentiable at x and that the restricted
nwpz!ing f: S1-> .f(l1) is metrically regular at this point. Then we have the equality
1

N'(y;.f(D)) = (\l.f(x)'r (N'(x;11)) with !i := J(x).

(6.5)

ff'fu:J·th.erm.ore the subspace \l.f(x)X is closed in Y and if the kernel condition
ker \l.f(x)

c T'(x; 11)

.,..s sahs.fied, then we also have

\lf(x)'N'(iJ;.t(S!))

=

(6.6)

N'(x;n).

Proof. It easily follows from the Frechet differentiability of x (which is a consequence of
its HOlder s-differentiability) that there are constants e > 0 and 17 > 0 such that
IIJ(x)- .f(xlll :0: Rllx- xll whenever llx- xll :0:
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7).

Fix any y' E

Fi'(fi; j(fl))

and observe by (6.1) that there are

Therefore we get for x E fl sufficiently close to

(\7f(!;)'(y'), x- x)

IJ

> 0 and 'T/1 > 0 for which

x that

+ f(x)- f(x))
+(y'' f(x)- f(x)) ::; IIY'III'IIx- xlll+' + IJfl+'llx- xlll+s
:S IJrllx-xlll+s with IJr := IIY'Ib+ufl+',

=

(y', \1 f(x)(x- x)) ::; (y', \lf(x)(x- x)

where/'> 0 is the constant taken from (6.4). This shows that y' E (\I f(x)')- 1 (Fi'(x; fl))
and thus justifies the inclusion "c" in (6.5).
To prove the opposite inclusion in (6.5), fix any y' E (\1 f(x)')- 1 (N'(x; fl)) and immediately conclude that \1 f(x)"y' E Fi'(x; fl). We need to show that y* E Fi'(y; f(fl)). To
proceed, find by definition (6.1) numbers IJ > 0 and"'> 0 such that

(\l.f(x)'y', x- x) ::;

IJIIx- xlll+'

for all x E (x

+ "!lB) n fl

(6.7)

and derive from this the estimate

The latter implies by definition (6.4) of Holder differentiability the existence of/'> 0 with

(y', .f(x)- f(x))

(y', f(x)- J(x)- \7 f(x)(x- x)) + (y', \1 f(x)(x- x))
:S hiiY'II + iJ)IIx- xlll+', x E (x + 171B) n fl.

=

Using now the metric regularity of .f: fl-. j(fl) at x similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.2,
for any y E J(fl) near y we find f.'> 0 and Xy E f- 1 (y) n fl satisfying the estimate

llx"- xll ::; f.'IIY- PII
where

7)

:S 'T/,

> 0 is taken from (6.7). Combining all the above allows us to conclude that

(y',y-y)

hiiY'II+iJ)IIxy-xlll+'
::; (lilY' II+ iJ)f.'l+'IIY- Pill+'

= (y',f(xy)-.f(x)) :S

whenever y is close toy. This implies that y' E fli'(fi, J(fl)) and thus completes the proof
of eqmtlity (6.5). The justification of the other equality (6.6) under the kernel condition
imposed is similar to the corresponding proof in Theorem 4.2.
6
Similarly to the case of F:rechet normals we derive consequences of Theorem 6.1 for
HOlder nonnals to inverse images of sets in Banach spaces.

Corollary 6.2 (Holder normal cones to inverse images). Let f: X -. Y be a mapping
between Banach spaces, and let 8 be a subset of Y such that f is Holder s-differentiable at
,,. with s E (0, 1] and that y := f(x) E 8. The following assertions hold:
(i) Assume that the restricted mapping f: f- 1 (8) -. 8 n f(X) is metrically regular at
"'. Then the equality
(\l.f(x)*) -r fli' (x; r

1

(8))
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=

flis (y; 8

n J(X))

·is sohs.fi.ed. FurthennoTe, we have the equality

provided that the mapping f: X---> f(X) is metrically regula.· at x.
(ii) Assume that the original mapping f: X ---> Y is metrically regular at x. Then we
have the equalities

Proof. Assertion (i) is justified similarly to the proof of Corollary 4.4 with the use of
Theorem 6.1 instead of Theorem 4.2. Asserting (ii) follows from (i) by a simple observation
that :D E int f(X) iff: X ---> Y is metrically regular at x, and hence the set f(X) can be
6
removed from the corresponding formulas in (i).
Next we consider the so-called convexified normal cone to D c X at x E D defined as
tlw nonn closure "cl" in X* of the convex hull "co': of the limiting normal cone (2.2) by
(6.8)

N(x;D) := clcoN(x;D).

To compare (6.8) with the Clarke normal cone Nc(x; D) defined in general Banach spaces
(5]: we use the relationship
Nc(x; D) = cl*co N(x; D)

(6.9)

established in [16, Theorem 3.57] provided that X is Asplund and Dis locally closed around
where cl* stands for the wealc* closure in x·. It follows from (6.8), (6.9), and the Mazur
wea.k closure theorem that N(x; D)= Nc(x; D) for closed sets in reflexive spaces.
Employing now the results of Section 5 on limiting normals to direct and inverse images
of sets, we derive the corresponding results for the convexified normal cone (6.8) in general
Bana.ch spaces and hence for its Clarke counterpart for locally closed subsets of reflexive
spaces. We start with the following simple proposition.

:!:,

Proposition 6.3 (convexified normal cone to direct images). Let f: X ---> Y be a
m.apving between Banach spaces, and let D be a nonempty subset of X. Having x E D
with .D := f(x), assume that f is strictly differentiable at x and that the restricted mapping
f: D ___, f (D) is metrically regular at x. Then we have the inclusion

N(y; f(D)) c (v f(x)')- 1 (N(x; D)),

(6.10)

wh·ich. holds as equality provided that either V f(x) is isomorphic or N(x; D)= N(x; D).

Proof. Using definition(6.8) and inclusion (5.1) of Theorem 5.2, which holds under the
assumptions made, we get
N(y;f(rl))

c

clco[(vf(x)•f'(N(x;D))]
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c

1

clco[(vf(x)')- (N(x;O))].

(6.11)

It efts)' follows from the linearity and continuity of the operator \1 f(x)': Y' _, X' that the
set (vf(:r)') - l (N(x; D)) is closed and convex. Thus (6.11) implies (6.10).
The converse inclusion to (6.10) obviously holds if the operator \1 f(x): X_, Y is an
isomorphism. If, on the other hand, the assumption N(x;D) = N(x;D) and equality (4.6)
in Theorem 4.2 yield that
1

1

(\1 f(x)T (N(x; D)) = (V f(x)'f (N(x; D))= N(iU(D))

c N(ij;f(D))
6

justifying the equality in (6.10) and thus completing the proof of the proposition.

The next result concerning the convexified normal cone (6.8) to inverse images of sets
under strictly differentiable n1appings is significantly more involved.

Theorem 6.4 (convexified normals to inverse images). Let f: X_, Y be a mapping
lwtwecn Banach spaces, and let 8 be a subset of Y such that f) := f(x) E 8 for some x E X
o.t which f is str·ictly differentiable. The following assertions hold:
( i) If \1 f (x) : X --> Y is surjective, than
(6.12)

(ii) Let X be Asplv.nd, let Y = IR", and let 8 be locally closed around fi. Then we have
(6.13)
pmvirled that the qualification cond-ition
ker\lf(x)' nN(fi;8) = {0}

(6.14)

i.s so.t·i.s.fied. The equality holds in (6.13) if in addition N(y;8) = N(y;8).

Proof. Under the assumptions in (i) we have from [16, Theorem 1.17] that
N(x; r'(8)) = \lf(x)' N(y; 8)

c \1 f(x)' N(fi; 8).

(6.15)

The set \1 f(x)' N(y; 8) in (6.15) is obviously convex. Let us show that it is closed in the
norm topology of X' under the imposed surjectivity assumption on \1 f (x). Indeed, pick
any :c"" E cl[V.f(x)'N(y;8)] and find sequences of
E N(f};8) and x;; = \lf(x)'y"k for
k E IN such that xZ --> x' as k --> oo. Taking any (x~, y;,) and (xi, yi') from the above
sequences and using the surjectivity of \1 f(x), we get

yz

llx;,- x/11 = IIV f(x)'y~,- \1 f(x)'y/11 2" ~LilY;,- Yill
with some constant p. > 0; see [16, Lemma 1.18]. This implies that {yk} is a Cauchy
t>equence in the norm topology of Y*, and hence it converges to an elen1ent y* E Y* which
ourely belongs to the cone N(y; 8) due to the norm-closedness on the latter in Y'. By this
and the continuity of \l.f(x)': Y' -->X', we have ,,• = \1 f(x)'y' E N(y; 8), which justifies
the norm-closedness of the set \1 f(x)' N(y; 8) in X'. Thus taking the convex closure of
1
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"c"

the sets in (6.15), we arrive at the inclusion
(6.12) easily follows from the one

in (6.12). The converse inclusion "::)" in

in (6.15) by taking the convex closure on both sides therein and using the linearity and
continuity of the operator \7 f(x)'. This completes the proof of assertion (i) in the theorem.
To justify assertion (ii), we employ the well-developed calculus of limiting normals in
Asplund spaces [16] that do not require restrictive assumptions of the surjectivity type as
in (i). Bv [16, Theorem 3.8], which holds under the assumptions imposed in (ii) for the
fulfillment of (6.13), we get the inclusion

that implies due to definition (6.8) that

N(x; r

1

(8))

c \lf(x)' N(fi; 8).

(6.16)

To get. (6.13) from (6.16), it is sufficient to prove that the (convex) set

A:= \lj(x)'N(y;fl)

(6.17)

is clot; eel in the nann topology of X*. Take a sequence {xt,} c A that converges to some
:c" E X' as k --> oo and find by (6.17) a sequence {yk} c Y' such that

xic =

\7 f(x)'yic and Yk E N(y; 8),

k E IN.

(6.18)

Let us show that the sequence {yk} in (6.18) is bounded under the assumed qualification
condition (6.14). If it is not the case, there is a subsequence of {yk} such that (without
relabeling) IIYi"ll--> co ask--> oo. We have from the equality in (6.18) that

xt

IIY;:II =

VWJ'(
X

Yk )
IIYI:II '

k

"E

IN

.

(6.19)

and c<'n assume due to the finite dimensionality of Y that fik := Yk/IIYtll ---+ y' ask---+ oo
for some y' with IIY' II = 1. It follows that y' E N (y; 8), since N (y; 8) is a closed cone. By
passing to the limit in (6.19) ask---+ co and using the continuity of the operator \7 J(x)', we
get y' E ker \7 f(y)' and arrive therefore at a contradiction with the qualification condition
(6.14). Thus the sequence {yk} is bounded in Y' = IR.n, which implies that
x' E \7 f(x)'y'

c N(y; 8)

by passing to the limit in (6.18) as k --> oo. This justifies inclusion (6.13). The converse
inclusion t.o (6.13) follows under the condition N(y; 8) = N(y; 8) from the one

established in [16, Theorem 1.14(i)] for mappings f: X---+ Y between Banach spaces that
are merely Frechet differentiable at x. This completes the proof of the theorem.
6
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